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Story
FAR FROM HEAVEN
Noa falls in love with Marlon. In just two weeks’ time, though, Marlon will turn his back on his human
existence, maybe forever. That’s because he will be forced to turn into a raven. All his memories of life as a
human will probably be wiped out. Under these conditions, does their love have any chance? Won’t the pain
be too great to bear, afterwards? However, Noa knows all about playing with fire – she is passionate about
poi fire dancing. So, just as she manages to control her fear when training, or performing, she now controls
her fear of losing Marlon and gives way to her feelings. That’s because she has one slender hope – if
Marlon succeeds in remembering her, he will be able to return to Noa.

Jennifer Benkau is winner of the DeLiA literature award for romance novels 2013

“Gloomy, but not oppressive. Romantic, without being kitsch. Jennifer Benkau’s Dark Canopy
presents a thrilling and intelligent story set in the future.” Westfalen-Blatt about Dark Canopy
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Jennifer Benkau
Jennifer Benkau was born in 1980 in the neighbourhood of Cologne, where she still lives with her husband,
three children and two cats. After spending her childhood days hammering stories out on a typewriter, she
no sooner grew up when she fell promptly into a deep sleep, like Snow White, that lasted for ten years, until
one stormy night, she was kissed by her first idea for a novel and awoke. From that moment on, there was
no holding her.
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